Update Mon. 13 Dec. 2021

Daniel 12:11 “And from the time that the daily sacrifice shall be taken away and the abomination that maketh desolation set up, there shall be a thousand and two hundred and ninety days.”

12/14/21- 1290 days= 6/3/18

Drop1440

BOOM.
BOOM.
BOOM.
BOOM.

A WEEK TO REMEMBER.
DARK TO LIGHT.
BLACKOUT NECESSARY.
Q

Now you know what the 15th is.
I just posted about US Default.
Israel Is Last.
Mossad Formed December 13. [347]
We are all tired, I understand. 
It was all about the Default. 
C before D ...Whiplash347

“Battle Hymn of the Republic” w/ the Mormon Tabernacle Choir LIVE from West Point | West Point Band – YouTube

Judy Note: Remember: You are watching a movie! The storm is here already. THE Event started. These tornados are fake, same footage used on every network. It comes from old Italian tornados footage.

Storm chaser Brandon Clement: “Let’s go Brandon! Clement word definition says it is used to qualify weather.”

Storm chaser Brett Adair: “Breath the air. The Storm is here.”

The White Hats uses EMP drones to cut communications in these cities and they deploy National Guards to close the borders perimeters so nobody goes in or out.
**Prediction:** Soon there will be a massive “fake Tsunami” coming on Florida coming from “fake La Palma Volcano Eruption”. They’ll cut communications here too. The Great Red Wave! Arrests are being made. Let’s gooo!!!” … **Sun. 12 Dec. Trump +Q Great Awakening World**

**This past weekend** Iraq was celebrating their 100th Anniversary. With the US Military withdrawn, Iraq was expected to soon announce their sovereignty. The kingpin of the Global Currency Reset – the Iraqi Dinar – had already revalued on **Mon. 6 Dec.**

To pay out the GCR, Bonds have been moving in Zurich and some in Tier 3 have been paid partial amounts. **Since Wed. 9 Dec.** Redemption Center personnel who would exchange/redeem Tier 4B (us, the Internet Group) foreign currency and Zim Bonds at the new international rates, have been on duty 8 am through 9 pm. and were told they would be working **this weekend.** On **Fri. 10 Dec.** a number of large Whale 4A groups (including Paymasters and Group leaders) made arrangements to fly on private jets to their appointments.
A. The Real News for Sun. 12 Dec:

- **Southern States Tornadoes:** [https://www.newsmax.com/newsfront/kentucky-storms-100-dead-biden/2021/12/12/id/1048297/](https://www.newsmax.com/newsfront/kentucky-storms-100-dead-biden/2021/12/12/id/1048297/)

- "I created TRUTH Social and TMTG to stand up to the tyranny of Big Tech. Truth is incoming!!! Get ready. SOON.” President Donald J. Trump. [https://t.me/TruthSocial_Telegram](https://t.me/TruthSocial_Telegram)

Global Financial Crisis:

- **Congress Claims They Need To Spend More To Pay Their Bills With Debt Ceiling Near $30 TRILLION.** It took Inflation getting to nearly 40-year highs for the Fed to admit it isn’t “transitory,” but their policies continue to fuel its rise. This, as Congress pushes the Debt Ceiling toward $30 TRILLION, claiming they need to spend more to pay their bills. [https://youtu.be/u5REFo0bbSk?t=93](https://youtu.be/u5REFo0bbSk?t=93)

- **This means Global Financial Reset is imminent. Happening now! Get ready for shutdown!** X X – 10 countries 10 days. Time is now! EXCLUSIVE-IMF, 10 countries simulate cyber attack on global financial system. The simulated cyber attack evolved over 10 days, with sensitive data emerging on the Dark Web along with fake news reports that ultimately caused chaos in global markets and a run on banks. [https://www.nasdaq.com/articles/exclusive-imf-10-countries-simulate-cyber-attack-on-global-financial-system](https://www.nasdaq.com/articles/exclusive-imf-10-countries-simulate-cyber-attack-on-global-financial-system)

- **Crypto industry leaders** BEG for regulation to clean up the massive fraud.

- **Evergrandes can’t pay its debts.** China is scrambling to contain the fallout: [https://www.9news.com.au/](https://www.9news.com.au/)
Grab popcorn & watch US dollar collapse – Max Keiser. Washington is struggling to figure out how to regulate the digital asset market. Some in Congress say that banning crypto could help preserve the US dollar’s status as the world’s reserve currency. RT’s Max Keiser disagrees. “The US dollar has been losing world reserve status for decades. With or without bitcoin, the dollar is toast,” the host of RT’s Keiser Report and prominent crypto advocate says.

International Child Sex Trafficking:


• Globalists & Plandemic Secrets Here: https://greatawakening.world

• Pervywood 6 Documentary – Royal Flush: https://rumble.com/vq7z9l-pervywood-6-documentary-royal-flush.html

• From the Maxwell case the FBI has now confirmed that they gave child rape material back to Jeffrey Epstein before his arrest. The Maxwell case is publicly airing the corruption of governments, intelligence, military, courts and media the world over. All have enabled and protected highly organized rings of pedophiles and ritual abusers. The FBI has been called out previously by survivors for shutting down and covering up due investigations into highly organized international trafficking operations orchestrated by the CIA. Epstein and Maxwell’s customers are at the very
top of countries all around the world, including Australia. The Epstein trafficking ring was a blackmail racket, built and run by Mossad intelligence, using children as honeypots to leverage control over powerful people through their filthy ‘little secret’ of child rape.

**Wars and Rumors of Wars:**

- **Russia claims Biden** is pushing us into Nuclear War over Ukraine Crisis.

**Cybersecurity Internet Hacker Crisis:**

- Critical software bug sets ‘internet ON FIRE’. Cybersecurity experts have raised the alarm about a previously unknown critical flaw in a commonly used software tool that could potentially allow hackers to compromise millions of devices connected to the internet. The fault, known as ‘Log4Shell’, has been described as the “single biggest, most critical vulnerability of the last decade” – which puts it in the running for a place among the biggest glitches in modern computing history. Researchers have warned that the flaw affects servers run by tech giants like Microsoft, Apple, Amazon, and Twitter.

**COVID/Vax Hoax:**

- **Pfizer vaccine documents reveal variety of side effects.** Documents released by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) reveal that drug maker Pfizer recorded nearly **160,000 adverse reactions** to its Covid-19 vaccine in the initial months of its rollout. These reactions ranged from the mild to the severe, and **1,223 were fatal.** The majority of these case reports involved people aged between 31 and 50 in the United
States. More than 25,000 **nervous system disorders** were reported, along with **17,000 musculoskeletal and connective tissue disorders** and **14,000 gastrointestinal disorders.** A range of different **autoimmune conditions** were reported, along with some peculiar maladies, including **270 “spontaneous abortions,”** and incidences of **herpes, epilepsy, heart failure and strokes,** among thousands of others.

- **Pfizer Will Not Give mRNA Shots To Countries Where They Face Legal Liabilities For Side Effects.** “Pfizer has been hesitant to go into some of the countries because of the liability problems, they don’t have a liability shield.” – World Bank President David Malpass. So safe that Pfizer won’t give it to you if you can sue them for adverse reactions.

- **CDC Admits Omicron Spread Almost Entirely By The Vaccinated.**


- Pilot Deaths increased 1700%. And that’s only the first 9 months of 2021 over 2020! I’m sure this has nothing to do with the #covid19 #vaccine most of them were coerced into taking. Pilot Deaths: 2019: 1, 2020: 6, 2021: 109 (through September).

- Paris, Luxembourg, Vienna Austria, Kieve, Ukraine rising up against vaccine passports. mandate protests.

- **Australia:** Reports of police stations raising the Aussie flag upside down are coming in from across the country. If the police side with us, it’s all over.
• **Australian Senator** Explains How He Was Forced Into COVID Camp Despite Multiple Negative Tests: [https://resisttheminstream.org/watch-australian-senator-explains-how-he-was-forced-into-covid-camp-despite-multiple-negative-tests/?utm_source=telegram](https://resisttheminstream.org/watch-australian-senator-explains-how-he-was-forced-into-covid-camp-despite-multiple-negative-tests/?utm_source=telegram)

• **Japan**: “Although we urge all citizens to get vaccinated against Covid-19, it is not mandatory or compulsory. Vaccination will be carried out only with the consent of the vaccinated person after the information provided. Please vaccinate by your own decision, understanding both the effectiveness in the prevention of infectious diseases and the risk of side effects. Please do not force anyone at your workplace or people around you to get vaccinated and do not discriminate against those who have not been vaccinated.” [https://rairfoundation.com/alert-japan-places-myocarditis-warning-on-vaccines-requires-informed-consent/](https://rairfoundation.com/alert-japan-places-myocarditis-warning-on-vaccines-requires-informed-consent/)

• **France**: 60,000 scientists call for an end to mass vaccination. The scientific community speaks out against the health policy of the authorities: the declaration of Great Barrington (USA) against massive injections of mRNA has collected 870,000 signatures.

**B. Must Watch Videos:**

**Christmas Update, National Emergency Warning, Juan O Savin**: [New Juan O Savin Big Christmas Update! National Emergency Warning December 12th | Prophecy | Before It’s News (beforeitsnews.com)](https://beforeitsnews.com)
Message For Humanity, Charlie Ward:
Charlie Ward: An Urgent Message For Humanity (Video) | Alternative | Before It’s News (beforeitsnews.com)


FBI Links Pelosi and Obama to Pedophilia and Deaths: https://youtu.be/2_1uvcre3GA

Gen. Flynn and Q’s communication, Trump version 2: https://youtu.be/fk-ANJo0Idk

Huge Milestone: Shut down Pelosi. All must go to GITMO: https://youtu.be/azqi5w6SXGI